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Blog clustering is an important approach for online public opinion analysis. The traditional
clustering methods, usually group blogs by keywords, stories and timeline, which usually
ignore opinions and emotions expressed in the blog articles. In this paper, an integrated
graph-based model for clustering Chinese blogs by embedded sentiments is proposed. A
novel graph-based representation and the corresponding clustering algorithm are applied
on the Chinese blog search results. The proposed model SoB-graph considers not only
sentiment words but also structural information in blogs. Experimental results show that
comparing with the traditional graph-based document representation model and vector
space document representationmodel, the proposed SoB-graphmodel has achieved better
performance in clustering sentiments in Chinese blog documents.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, with the fast development of Web 2.0 technology, more and more people are willing to write blog articles
to express their personal feelings, emotions and attitudes on their daily activities and hot topics on the Internet. According
to the reports from CNNIC (China Internet Network Information Center), by June 2009, the number of Chinese blogs has
researched 300 million with 181 million blog writers, and it is reaching one fourth of the total Internet users in China [1].
Since there are a huge amount of useful blog data on the Web, how to collect, monitor and analyze the sentiment
information contained in these blogs have attracted a lot of attention from both computer researchers and sociologists.
Clustering blog articles by embedded sentiments means partitioning the blogs into groups according to bloggers’ emotions
and attitudes such as ‘‘like’’, ‘‘agree’’, ‘‘hate’’, and ‘‘disagree’’ on a certain topic. The blogs in the same group should have
similar emotion and attitude, and the ones in different groups should have different emotions and attitudes. At present,
most existing blog clustering methods focus on the topics, keywords, stories and timeline in blog entries, and there is
limited literature on clustering the author’s sentiments in blogs, especially in Chinese blog articles.Moreover, themajority of
previous studies on sentiment classification usually partition the sentiments of documents into two (positive and negative)
or three (positive, neutral and negative) classes, which are not enough to describe bloggers’ rich emotions and attitudes
contained in the blog articles. For example, there is a burst of blogs writing about the famous Chinese 110 m hurdler Liu
Xiang’s withdrawing from Beijing Olympics Games in late August, 2008. Traditional topic-oriented clustering techniques
can generate story coherent clusters for Liu’s events. However, these tools could not provide users with a summarization or
guideline about people’s sentiments and opinions for Liu’s behavior in blogs.
In this paper, we focus on Chinese blog search results, and an integrated graph-based approach is introduced to
represent and cluster Chinese blog search results by embedded sentiments. Graph-based representation [2–4] (GBR for
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short) considered both words and their structural information such as the locations of words in a document and the relation
between words. To reflect the embedded sentiments in blog articles, in this paper, we proposed an integrated GBR model
for blog representation, and a K-Medoids clustering algorithm based on the new representation [5] is applied to partition
blog search results into sentiment clusters. Based on the proposed approach, the clustering algorithm can divide sentiments
of the blogs into more than three classes, which reflects the people’s abundant emotions and attitudes contained in the blog
search results on the given topic. The proposed integrated GBR document representation model can describe more useful
sentiment information embedded in blogs, and thus generates more accurate clustering results.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of related work. In Section 3, we describe
the problem about clustering Chinese blogs according to bloggers’ sentiments. In Section 4, we propose integrated graph
representation and the K-Medoids clustering algorithm based on graph similarity. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental
results. Finally, we present concluding remarks and future work in Section 6.
2. Related work
2.1. Blog mining
Blogs have recently attracted a lot of interest from both computer researchers and sociologists. One direction of blog
mining focuses on analyzing the contents of blogs [6]. Glance et al. [7] gave a temporal analysis onblog contents andproposed
amethod to discover trends across blogs. In [8], the similarity between two blogs was calculated at the topic level, and Shen
et al. presented the approach to find the latent friends who shared the similar topic distribution in their blogs.
Some papers have been published on blog clustering. Qamra et al. [9] proposed a Content–Community–Time model that
can leverage the content of entries, their timestamps, and the community structure of the blogs, to automatically discover
story clusters. Bansal et al. [10] observed that given a specific topic or event, a set of keywords will be correlated. They
presented efficient algorithms to identify keyword clusters in large collections of blog posts for specific temporal intervals.
Agarwal et al. [11] proposed a collective wisdom method to cluster blogs by label information.
Our work is quite different from the previous studies on blogs. Most of the existing work focuses on developing topic-
based clusteringmethods or conducting content analysis for blogs.Wepropose a novelmethod to groupblogs into sentiment
clusters, which could facilitate public opinion monitoring for governments and business organizations.
The unsupervised clustering techniques have many potential applications for Web data. However, there are limited
papers reporting on how to cluster the sentiment embedded in blogs [12–14]. Feng et al. [15] proposed an emotion-oriented
clustering approach according to the sentiment similarities between blog search result titles and snippets. But only English
blogs are studied by this paper. In [16], the authors used PLSA model to perform Chinese blog clustering by sentiment.
However, no structural information was considered during the clustering approach. And our work in this paper considers
not only sentiment words but also structural information.
2.2. Sentiment analysis
Sentiment analysis is the main task of opinion mining, and most of the existing work focused on determining the
sentiment orientations of documents, sentences and words [17,18]. In document level sentiment analysis, documents were
classified into positive and negative according to the overall sentiment expressed in them [19,20]. However, the sentiments
that bloggers want to express are usuallymuchmore complex. Therefore, it would be too simplistic to classify the document
into just positive or negative categories. In [21], a PLSA based method was used to model the hidden sentiment in the blogs,
and an autoregressive sentiment-awaremodelwas presented to predictmovie box office. Lu et al. [22] used semi-supervised
PLSA to solve the problem of opinion integration. In [23,24], the authors learned hidden topics from large external resources
to enrich the representation of short text, which shared the similar idea of our paper. The classification and clustering
approaches with the new representation have generated promising results. However, the authors focused on the topics
of each text, and they did not consider the emotion information in the texts that we concern.
Different from the traditional classification approaches for sentiment analysis, in this paper, we propose a PLSA-based
sentiment clustering method for blogs. An interactive sentiment clustering method on movie reviews has been proposed
in [25]. Users needed to participate in the clustering approach and the results were highly relevant to the users’ experiences.
Besides that, the emotions expressed in blogs are more complex than in movie reviews. Our method can model the
multifaceted nature of sentiments and group the blogs according to sentiments they contain.
2.3. Graph-based representation for documents
Traditional vector space model treats a document as the bag of words and employs the term vector to represent
each document in the dataset. Generally a term is a word appearing in the document, and the value of the term is the
absolute frequency or relative frequency of the word in the document. However, in the vector representation, a document
D1 consisting of terms a, b, c , d and e is the same as another document D2 consisting of terms a, d, e, c and b, but D1
maybe different from D2 in expression because of the different order and relation between the terms. The graph-based
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Fig. 1. An example of titles and snippets of BSR items.
representation overcomes the above shortcomings and considers the relations between the adjacentwords [2–4]. The graph-
based representation treated each document as a digraph and the node of the digraph denotes the word occurring in the
document. The directed edge of the digraph represents the adjacent two words in the document. Therefore, the similarity
between two documents can be calculated by using the similarity between two digraphs representing the documents.
Schenker et al. proposed the graph-based representation for the Web documents and performed experiments using
different graph distance measures as well as various document representations that utilize graphs. The experiment results
show that the graph-based approach can outperform traditional vector-based methods [4]. Hossain et al. proposed the
GDClust system, which presented text documents as hierarchical document-graphs and utilized an Apriori paradigm to
find the frequent subgraphs [26]. The discovered frequent sub-graphs are then utilized to generate sense-based document
clusters.
Different from the graphs in [2–4], our graph-based representation for Chinese blogs can include more structural
information for the embedded sentiments in blog articles.
3. Preliminaries
Given query words, the blog search engine (e.g. Google Blog Search [27]) can return a set of items. Each blog search
result item includes title, snippet, URL, and other information. According to the URL, a corresponding full blog article can be
crawled. Blog articles contain rich emotions of the bloggers, but with more scattered topics. For example, in a blog entry, a
bloggerwrites downhis/her review about amovie, andmoreover he/shemay also talk about other relevant and/or irrelevant
topics in the same article, such as that day’s bad weather, a delicious dinner, the sudden appearance of an old friend and so
on.
For the blog search result item, its title and snippet are usually highly relevant to the query words and contain the
bloggers’ sentiments and opinions about the query topic. Therefore, in this paper we utilize blog search result items (BSR-
item for short) instead of full blog articles to analyze bloggers’ sentiments and opinions. BSR-items facilitate us to collect
and analyze the public opinion about the given topic in the blogosphere. Here we give the formal definition of BSR-item.
Definition 1 (BSR-Item). Let R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} represent the blog search results. Each ri (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is a BSR-item
and can be represented as ri = ⟨tii, sni⟩, where ti and sn mean title and snippet, respectively.
Fig. 1 demonstrates the BSR-items of the query words ‘‘Inception’’ that is a popular movie in 2010. We can see from Fig. 1
that the BSR-items have the following characteristics.
(1) The title and snippet of each item are very short, may be just one or two sentences, and sometimes may be just several
words.
(2) The titles and snippets are highly relevant to the given query word. This is because the blog search engine employs
sophisticated and mature Web search techniques to get the most topic relevant articles and generated snippets.
(3) The titles and snippets contain the bloggers’ sentiments and opinions. As the search results are highly topic-coherent,
the sentiment words in titles and snippets mainly reflect the bloggers’ own opinions about the given query key word.
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Fig. 2. An example of graph representation for document.
Fig. 3. An example of SoB-graph representation for the blog search result.
In fact, a BSR-item can containmore information besides title and snippet, but in this paper we only use contents of these
two parts for extracting bloggers’ sentiments.
Our purpose is to partition R intom groups according to the sentiment contained in every BSR-item (i.e., the sentiment of
the corresponding blogger) and make the sentiment similarity intra group more than the sentiment similarity inter groups.
Moreover, we extract the representative sentiment terms in every group. Several challenges need to be tackled during the
clustering progress:
(1) How to represent every BSR-item r ∈ R?
(2) How to partition R into sentiment groups?
(3) How to show the key sentiment for each group?
To tackle these challenges, first we utilize a digraphmodel to represent the sentiment words and their relation contained
in each BSR item (title and snippet). Then, a clustering technique based on graph similarity is applied on the proposed
new representation. Finally, for the third challenge, we extract the key sentiment words in the centroid of every cluster to
represent the bloggers’ major emotions in each group.
4. Clustering BSR-items based on graph representation
4.1. The graph-based representation for blog search results
Schenker et al. [2–4] treated a document as a digraph for representing both words, and the corresponding relations
between them (i.e., the structural information of the document). In detail, a word occurring in the document corresponds to
a node in the digraph, which is marked with the word. Note that the word happening more than once only corresponds to
one node of the digraph. The adjacent two words in the document correspond to a directed edge of the digraph. Meantime,
the words occurring in the title part and the text part of the document are markedwith TI and TX, respectively. For example,
there is a document D which is made up of title ‘‘abcd’’ and text ‘‘aefg ’’. Here a, b, c , d, e, f , and g are seven different words
in D. So there are seven nodes separately marked with a, b, c , d, e, f , g , and six directed edges in the corresponding digraph,
which is shown in Fig. 2.
Because the sentiment words play an important role in the sentiment analysis of the document, in this paper we propose
an integrated graph representation with sentiment words as nodes to model the embedded emotions in BSR-items.We first
conduct segmentation on every sentence in BSR-items using Chinese natural language processing tool, and then extract
sentiment words by means of sentiment lexicons (e.g. NTUSD and HowNet). For providing more structural information, the
proposed graph representation integrates multi graphs in [2–4] and is different from Fig. 1. The integrated graph includes
every sentiment word of BSR-item and their relations for representing the sentiment of the BSR item, so we call the graph
as SoB-graph.
Definition 2 (SoB-graph). A BSR-item is modeled as a SoB-graph and each sentence in the BSR-item is modeled as a sub-
graph of the SoB-graph. Each node of the SoB-graph denotes a sentiment word in the BSR-item and the nodes are marked
with the sentiment word and an identifier such as ‘‘TI ’’, ‘‘SN ’’ or ‘‘BOTH ’’ when the sentiment word occurs in the title part,
the snippet part or both of them.
In SoB-graph, the sentiment word happening more than once corresponds to one node of the SoB-graph. When two
sentiment words occur in one sentence unit separated by punctuation, there exists an edge between the two corresponding
nodes in SoB-graph and the direction of edge is from the former word to the latter one.
In the Sob-graph, each edge is marked with three tags: (1) Position Tag ‘‘TI ’’, ‘‘SN ’’ or ‘‘BOTH ’’ which reflect the twowords
occurring in the title part, the snippet part or both of them of the BSR-item; (2) Interval Number Tag which reflects the
number of words between the two sentiment words; (3) Frequency Tag which denotes the occurring number of the edges
in the graph.
For example, there is a BSR-item ri which has the same words as the example shown in Fig. 1. Supposing that the word
a, c , d, f and g in ri are sentiment-bearing words and other words are not sentiment words. The non-sentiment words are
eliminated, so there are five nodes and four directed edges in the corresponding SoB-graph, which is shown in Fig. 3.
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By this way, a BSR-item can be represented by some sub-graphs of the SoB-graph according to the number of sentences
in the BSR-item and the sentiment word distribution in the title and snippet. In this paper, the proposed BSR sentiment
clustering method is based on the new SoB-graph representation, and the sentiment similarity between BSR-items is
measured by the similarity between SoB-graphs.
4.2. Clustering blog search results based on graph similarity
The distance between the data is the critical part for the clustering algorithm. In the graph-based representation, the
distance between two graphs is defined as
GDistance(G1,G2) = 1− |mcs(G1,G2)|max(|G1|, |G2|) (1)
where G1, G2 are two graphs, GDistance(G1,G2) is the distance between G1 and G2. |Gi| is the size of graph Gi, namely the
sum of the number of all the nodes and edges in the graph Gi. max(·) denotes themaximum of the values in the parenthesis,
andmcs(G1,G2) represents ‘‘the max common sub-graph’’ of G1 and G2. |mcs(G1,G2)| denotes the size of ‘‘the max common
sub-graph’’ of G1 and G2. The max common sub-graph of G1 and G2 is defined as [4] follows.
Definition 3 (Max Common Sub-Graph). A graph G is a maximum common sub-graph (mcs) of graphs G1 and G2, denoted
mcs(G1,G2), if: (1) G ∈ G1 (2) G ∈ G2 and (3) there is no other sub-graph G′ (G′ ∈ G1,G′ ∈ G2) such that |G′| > |G|.
Since people can use different words to express the same sentiments in blogs, different from traditional definition of the
max common sub-graph, the nodes in themax common graph of SoB-graph SG1 and SG2 are based on the semantic similarity
of nodes between G1 and G2. An external knowledge base HowNet is utilized to calculate the semantic similarity between
the nodes. Here we give the definition of identical nodes and edges in SoB-graphs.
Definition 4 (Identical Nodes in SoB-graphs). The two nodes g1, g2 are identical to each other in SoB-graphs in the following
situations: (1) If g1, g2 have the same sentiment word sw and have the same identifier, g1, g2 are identical; (2) If g1, g2 have
the same sentiment word, and one of their identifiers is ‘‘BOTH ’’, g1, g2 are identical; (3) Supposing g1, g2 have the same
identifier (also including one of their identifiers is ‘‘BOTH ’’), their similarity s will be calculated by the semantic similarity
measurement proposed by Liu [28]; (4) If s > λ, g1, g2 are identical.
Definition 5 (Identical Edges in SoB-graphs). The two directed edges are identical to each other when they have the same
direction and the three tags (Position, Interval, and Frequency).
Based on the above definition, themax common sub-graph in SoB-graphs is represented by s-mcs(SG1, SG2). The distance
in SoB-graphs SG1, SG2 is defined as
SGDistance(SG1, SG2) = 1− |s−mcs(SG1, SG2)|max(|SG1|, |SG2|) . (2)
In this paper, we apply K-Medoids clustering algorithm based on SoB-graph representation. The detail of the sentiment
clustering algorithm for BSR-items is described as follows.
Algorithm 1. Sentiment Algorithm for BSRs based on SoB-graph representation
Inputs: n BSR-items, the number of clusters k and similarity threshold λ;
Outputs: k clusters of BSR-items, the key sentiment words in centroids of each cluster;
Process:
(1) Conduct segmentation on the BSR-items, and eliminate the non sentiment words according to sentiment lexicons;
(2) Utilize the SoB-graphs to represent the BSR-items;
(3) Choose k SoB-graphs of the n SoB-graphs as the initial centroids;
(4) Repeat
(5) Compute the distances between the initial centroids and the other SoB-graphs and assign each SoB-graph
into the group whose centroids has the closest SGDistance to the SoB-graph;
(6) Re-compute and choose the new centroids;
(7) Until the centroids do not change;
(8) Extract the key sentiment words in the centroids as the description of each clustering.
In the clustering process, the centroid of the cluster is a SoB-graph which has the smallest average distances to all the
other SoB-graphs in the same cluster. The centroid of a set of SoB-graphs is defined as
SGc = argmin∀s∈S

1
m
m−
i=1
SGDistance(s, SGi)

(3)
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Table 1
The statistics of the labeled blog search result datasets.
Dataset Query words Total Relevant Positive Negative Neutral
FAR The founding of a republic 1000 841 510 125 206
Liu Liu Xiang 1000 977 723 54 200
where S is a set of SoB-graphs, S = {SG1, SG2, . . . , SGm} and |S| = m, and SGc is the centroid of the cluster. The distance
SGDistance(s,Gi) is computed using Formula (2). In the case where the centroid is not unique, i.e., there is more than one
SoB-graph that has the same smallest average distance, we select one of those SoB-graphs at random as the centroid for the
K-Medoids algorithm.
4.3. Extracting description words for each sentiment cluster
If the BSR-items are demonstrated directly as the results of the clustering, the sentiments and attitudes contained in
the blogs in different clusters are not clear. Therefore, k centroids are exacted to describe these sentiments and attitudes
contained in the blog search results of each cluster. The extracted key sentiment words will provide convenience for users
to explore blogs in the blogosphere.
5. Experiments
The experiment is conducted using a commodity PC withWindows XP, Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 2.33 GHz and 2 GBmemory.
5.1. Data collecting
Since there is no standard dataset to do this work, we collect real world dataset using Google Blog Search. Additionally,
determining the orientation of movie reviews is very common and fundamental work for sentiment analysis. 1000 blog
search results about the movie of ‘‘The Founding of a Republic’’ were crawled to be analyzed, with publishing date ranging
from September 16th to September 30th, 2009. Another 1000 search results about Liu Xiang were crawled to analyze public
opinion on Liu’s comeback to the track, with publishing date ranging from September 20th to September 30th, 2009. Then
the two thousand results are labeled into two groups, i.e., relevant or irrelevant to the topic of the query words. And the
relevant results are divided into three categories, positive, negative and neutral. First, two volunteers separately label the
results. Then the third one modifies and confirms the tags labeled by the first two volunteers. The statistic labeling results
are shown in Table 1.
For evaluating the proposed method, we randomly select 100 positive, 100 negative and 100 neutral data from FAR
dataset, and randomly select 100 positive, 100 neutral and all the 54 negative data from Liu dataset. Unlike English and
Spanish, there is no delimiter to mark word boundaries and no explicit definition of words in Chinese languages. So the
preprocessing steps need to segment Chinese text into uniqueword tokens. ICTCLAS [29] is a Chinese lexical analysis system,
which is able to make Chinese word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging with about 98% precision.
After segmentation, the emotion words are extracted using sentiment lexicons. There are some previous papers on
building sentiment lexicons [30,31].Weobtained the Chinese sentiment lexiconNTUSDusedbyKu et al. [31],which contains
2812 positivewords and 8276 negativewords in Chinese.We also collect the data fromHowNet Sentiment Lexicon (HowNet
for short) [30], which contains 4566 positive words and 4370 negative Chinese words.
5.2. Evaluation metrics
The semantic similarity between sentiment words is computed with the tool, called the software package of HowNet-
based vocabulary semantic similarity calculation and based on [30]. The vocabulary semantic similarity is defined as a real
number with the interval between 0 and 1. The bigger semantic similarity value indicates that the two words are more
similar to each other at the semantic level. Clustering performance is measured using three performance metrics.
The first performance metric is the precision, which is defined as follows. There is a dataset of n data points. The data
points are labeled into k categories, c1, c2, . . . , ck. The dataset is partitioned into k clusters, C1, C2, . . . , Ck after clustering.
The number of data points in Ci is ni (i = 1, 2, . . . , k), containing ni1 data points with the category c1, ni2 data points with
the category c2 and so forth. So the precision of the Ci is defined as
Pr(Ci) = max(ni1, ni2, . . . , nik)ni (i = 1, 2, . . . , k). (4)
And the precision of the clustering is defined as
Pr =
k−
i=1
ni
n
Pr(Ci)

. (5)
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Table 2
The performance comparison of the three models about the FAR dataset.
Method Dictionary Precision Entropy Rank index Threshold
VSM HowNet 0.366 1.572 0.479 NoneNTUSD 0.365 1.572 0.456 None
GBR HowNet 0.398 1.568 0.333 NoneNTUSD 0.396 1.557 0.338 None
SoB-graph HowNet 0.377 1.569 0.526 0.85–1.0NTUSD 0.375 1.570 0.494 0.90–1.0
Table 3
The performance comparison of the three models about the Liu dataset.
Method Dictionary Precision Entropy Rank index Threshold
VSM HowNet 0.422 1.510 0.481 NoneNTUSD 0.437 1.508 0.466 None
GBR HowNet 0.442 1.507 0.352 NoneNTUSD 0.435 1.505 0.352 None
SoB-graph HowNet 0.447 1.506 0.533 0.95–1.0NTUSD 0.473 1.489 0.504 0.85–1.0
The second performance metric is the entropy. Similarly, the entropy of the Ci is defined as
entropy(Ci) = −
k−
j=1
(Pri(cj) ∗ log2 Pri(cj)) (6)
where Pri(cj) is the proportion of class cj data points in ci. The total entropy of the whole clustering (which considers all
clusters) is:
entropytotal(C) =
k−
i=1
ni
n
∗ entropy(Ci)

. (7)
The last performance metric is the Rand metric which is defined as
R = a+ b
a+ b+ c + d . (8)
For a given dataset of n elements D = {d1, d2, . . . , dn}, the manual annotation setM = {c1, c2, . . . , ck} and a clustering
set C = {C1, C2, . . . , Ck}. a is the number of pair of elements in D that are in the same set in M and in the same set in C; b
is the number of pairs of elements in D that are in different sets in M and in different sets in C; c is the number of pairs of
elements in D that are in the same set in M and in different sets in C; d is the number of pairs of elements in D that are in
different sets inM and in the same set in C . The Rand metric has a value between 0 and 1. The bigger the Rand metric is, the
more similar the setsM and C are.
5.3. Evaluation results
At first, 300 relevant data (100 positive data, 100 negative data and 100 neutral data) about the movie ‘‘The Founding
of a Republic’’ are separately represented using VSM, GBR [2], and SoB-graph model and then clustered using K-Medoids
algorithm. Here k equals 3 because there are only three classifications’ manual annotation data to estimate the results of
clustering since documents are hard to be labeled into more than three categories. We employ VSM, GBR [2], and SoB-graph
model for representing BSR-items, respectively and apply K-Medoids algorithm for clustering the BSR-items. Nowwe show
the comparison result of the three models for FAR dataset in Table 2.
From Table 2, we can see that the rank index obtained with the SoB-graph is higher than that obtained with GBR and
VSM regardless of whether HowNet or NTUSD is used. At the same time, the precision obtained with the SoB-graph is less
than that obtained with GBR but higher than that obtained with VSM, and the entropy is bigger than that obtained with GBR
and VSM, regardless of whether HowNet or NTUSD is used.
Second, 254 relevant data (100 positive data, 54 negative data and 100 neutral data) from Liu dataset are separately
represented using VSM, GBR, and SoB-graph model and then clustered using K-Medoids algorithm. Similarly, in the
clustering algorithm, k equals 3. The comparison result of the three models for FAR dataset is shown in Table 3.
From Table 3, it is clear that the precision and rank index obtained with the SoB-graph is higher than that with GBR and
VSM, and entropy is less than them.
Comparing with Table 2, the data in Table 3 show that representation with SoB-graphmodel is better than VSM and GBR,
but the data in Table 2 has not shown such a result. This phenomenon tells us that it may have different performance values
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(a) By means of HowNet. (b) By means of NTUSD.
Fig. 4. The clustering results for FAR dataset.
(a) By means of HowNet. (b) By means of NTUSD.
Fig. 5. The clustering results for Liu dataset.
Table 4
The extracted key sentiment words of each centroid about FAR dataset.
Dictionary Clusters Sentiment words
HowNet
Cluster1 Long-term, leading, determined, right
Cluster2 Peaceful, democratic, central
Cluster3 Freedom, white, report, across
NTUSD
Cluster1 Constantly, hold, beneficial
Cluster2 Many, entertain
Cluster3 Reach, reality
Table 5
The extracted key sentiment words of each centroid about Liu dataset.
Dictionary Clusters Sentiment words
HowNet
Cluster1 Peaceful, right, orderly
Cluster2 Be good at
Cluster3 Bored, to say, desire, available
NTUSD
Cluster1 A little bit, great
Cluster2 Becoming, expectation, fantasy
Cluster3 Unwanted, hero, golden, implementation
with the same method when the topic of the blog is different. Through analyzing the two datasets, we think that for the Liu
dataset, the corresponding sentiment can discover trends across three classes. However, for the FAR dataset, corresponding
sentiment should present more classes. Here we only cluster the sentiment into three clusters, so we could not achieve
better performance. In fact, we can subdivide more than three sentiment classes, although the experiment only generates
three sentiment classifications because it is hard to label data into more than three sentiment categories for evaluating the
clustering performance.
5.4. Case study
The distribution of clustering results based on SoB-graph representation for FAR dataset is shown in Fig. 4 and the
extracted key sentiment words of each centroid are shown in Table 4.
The distribution of clustering results based on SoB-graph for Liu dataset is shown in Fig. 5, and the sentiment words of
each centroid are shown in Table 5.
6. Conclusion and future work
This paper proposes a new method to cluster Chinese blog search results by bloggers’ sentiments. Graph-based
representation and K-Medoids algorithm are applied. This document representation considers not only sentiment words
but also the structural information in the blog search results, namely the word occurring in the title or snippet, the order
of words and the distance of the adjacent two words here. This method subdivides the sentiment polarities, may subdivide
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sentiments of document into more than three categories and could describe public rich emotions and attitudes contained
in the blogs on a certain topic.
In this study, the sentiment words and their position in title and snippets are considered for the graph-based
representation. In the future work, more linguistic structure information could be integrated for the representation.
Moreover, we will apply the proposed sentiment clustering method to public opinion extraction studies, which will help
the government to guide their propaganda programs and help individual users to make decisions.
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